# Testing Guide for Potential EAP Students

## Quick Reference

### Domestic Students

1. All high school totally in English, in one of the U.S. states, no ESOL  
   - **PERT only**

2. Part of high school not in a U.S. state or took any ESOL in high school  
   - **PERT and Writing sample**  
     - Over 99 in PERT Writing and over 104 in PERT Reading  
     - Under 99 PERT Writing **or** Under 104 PERT Reading: **LOEP also**

### International Students

1. All or part of high school in a language other than English (or took ESOL)  
   - **PERT and Writing sample**  
     - Over 99 in PERT Writing and over 104 in PERT Reading  
     - Under 99 PERT Writing **or** Under 104 PERT Reading: **LOEP also**

2. All high school totally in English in a country where English is the official language without taking ESL or ESOL.  
   - **PERT only**  
     - Over 99 in PERT Writing and over 104 in PERT Reading  
     - Under 99 PERT Writing **or** Under 104 PERT Reading: **LOEP also**

---

* Please note that the ELS Department may request that a student take the LOEP later if evaluators are not able to determine a beneficial placement of the student without it.
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